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Botany Bay Trail – Explore the Bay the Green Way
Opportunities for Bayside Businesses

The following is a presentation given on the 7 September 2002 to the 
Community Trails Public Forum. 

It examines the potential for a shared use multipurpose recreational trail 
foreshores of Botany Bay from historic Kurnell around to La Perouse.

The trail offers tremendous opportunities for businesses to partner with the 
community and not just as a sponsor. Opportunities:

•To be actively involved in programmes to rehabilitate stretches of the 
foreshore focussed around trail development.  

•To get your message across, promote your own environmental  programmes 
to the wider community, and be a good neighbour.

•To tell your story about your relationship with the Bay. 

Initially sponsorship is needed to complete a comprehensive feasibility study 
which assesses engineering solutions to key challenges along the route. 
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On which other trail can you 
see your destination - so 

tantalisingly close - before 
you embark on the 

adventure?

Background
Botany Bay is unique in character
Rich Aboriginal and European history, 
cultural diversity of its people,  wide open 
spaces and vistas, a variety of wildlife 
habitats, and a wealth of heritage 

it holds a special place in the hearts of locals 
and visitors alike.

Despite the massive presence of industry, it 
still manages to inspire the imagination and a 
trail will enable everyone to explore this 
special Bay, to raise awareness of its 
environmental state both good and bad, and 
help promote a better sense of belonging to 
country.

Parts of the trail will be suitable for all, 
including wheelchair users, whilst others will 
be appropriate for walkers only with 
alternative routes for cyclists.   5

Kurnell

La Perouse



Background
recommendation of the “Tide is Turning”, Final 
Report of The Botany Bay Program

opportunity to bring community and government 
together a la San Francisco Bay Trail

population of more than 1 million accessing land 
& water based recreation in the Bay 

public access exists in many places, but no plan 
for a continuous system

SSROC is a readymade focus for initial work 
supported by SSEC and SSC
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Objectives
identify an in principle route and test its 
potential for gradual implementation

divide the route into sectors

apply the trail concept to each sector

opportunities & existing infrastructure

constraints & barriers to movement

suggest future detailed studies

planning, design, costing, implementation

recommend priorities for action 7



Approach

Search for possible routes for a trail
liaison with key landholders and developers:

Sydney Airport 

Sydney Ports Corporation 

South Sydney Development Corporation

Sydney Harbour Foreshores Authority

help in form of maps, air photos, technical reports

accurately identify existing infrastructure & 
landward boundaries of their sites 
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Approach
liaison with Councils and Government:

all Bayside SSROC Councils

National Parks & Wildlife Service

Roads & Traffic Authority

obtain reaction to trail concept

info on existing trail elements

their thoughts on problem areas & 
constraints

ongoing walk/cycle path projects which 
could form part of ultimate network
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Approach
community and user group consultation:
La Perouse people BicycleNSW

Botany Environment Watch

Botany Bay and Catchment Alliance

Kurnell Regional Environment Planning Council

Rockdale Wetlands Society  Taren Point Wetlands Group

obtain reaction to trail proposal

issues and concerns raised

opportunities for future participation
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Approach
a general picture of land ownership pattern along the 
foreshore:

commonwealth, state, council, private, institutional

mapping of overall route and individual sectors

trail design

tentative suggestions for engineering solutions, 
drainage, surfacing, signage, access

field inspections

brief discussion of links to other existing and proposed 
trails

Woronora, Georges River, Cooks River etc..
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Explore the Bay
… the Green Way

A potential multi-access 
trail circling the bay

Walking Track 45km
Marton Park to Cape Banks

Bicycle network 39km
Cape Solander to La Perouse
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Kurnell
Boardwalk construction 
at Silver Beach near 
Cooks Monument

Sutherland Point

Cape Solander
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Kurnell South

Boat Harbour “humpies”

conflict of interest

4WD access to beach
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Kurnell West

existing track next to  
sandhill and pond - H6 
site (Australand)

heading for Cronulla

sweep of the Bate Bay
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Woolooware Bay & 
Taren Point

first stage of  SSC 
cycleway

part of 4 stage proposal 
3.5km from Shark Park to 
Taren Point Bridge

way is blocked at Shell Point

complex land ownership

illegal dredging and marinas

impact on RAMSAR listed wetland

Terek Sandpiper under threat

trail will draw attention to issues
19
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Cook

Park

Rockdale
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Existing
no provision for pedestrian 
access through tunnel -
cycle access unsafe 

misleading sign at O’Dea 
Ave Kyeemagh points to 
tunnel
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Option A - West
Route goes under M5 & 
hugs west boundary of 
airport (east bank of Cooks 
River) avoiding Cooks 
Cove development site & 
Rockdale Wetlands
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Option A - NW  
RTA route
opposite Tempe Reserve (open)

Alexandra Canal path (under 
construction)

Coward Street pathway upgrade
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Option A - SE inside
old pumping station & mill

Engine Pond & dam

tunnel required under GHD to 
Foreshore Park

Footbridge needed to cross 
GHD and join Ross Smith Ave
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Botany Foreshore
existing walk through Sir Joseph 
Banks Park - Foreshore Road to right 
and beach beyond.

Botany Beach - potential alternative 
option for trail route between Road and 
Beach.  

Desirable to create safe public access 
via bridge over Foreshore Road 
connecting Park to Beach. 
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cantilevered parapet needed to 
link Botany Beach and tunnel
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Port Botany
Port entrance intersection conflict 
solution could be translucent tube 
across from Botany “gateway” and 
edge of golf course

suggest using cantilever solution 
to extend width of pathway over 

port goods railway line

Penrhyn Estuary - valuable shore 
bird habitat - A trail on estuary side 
(hatched green line) would add to 
disturbance of birds. 

NB If port expansion goes ahead, 
opportunity to incorporate purpose 
built shared use route in plans.
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Port Botany
Old railway tracks alongside Botany 
Road - potential base for track

cliff top route on Cemetery Trust land 
overlooking new customs facility

crossing military Road to gap 
alongside Eastern Suburbs Cemetery
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La Perouse - Yarra Bay
Molineaux Point from Bumborah
Reserve - 3km round trip

“recreation reserve” - tip to be 
moved

de facto access exists through to 
Bicentennial Park and sailing club
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La Perouse - Frenchmans
Land under the stewardship of 
local Aboriginal people in 
Frenchmans Bay not appropriate 
for cycleway

Opportunity to incorporate “Bush 
Tucker Trail” around Yarra Bay 
House in the Green Way

Anzac Parade Loop

Randwick Council Project to 
make loop one way would 
free up a space for public 
pathway around the outside, 
providing safe access to 
visitor attractions
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Journeys end…or beginning... there is the extra 3km walk to 
Cape Banks or turn round and back to Kurnell in time for tea!
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The Next Stage
Recommendations:

That a Steering Group be formed of key trail advocates to 
advance the proposal with the goal of having an in principle 
route alignment incorporated in all Bayside Local 
Environmental Plans, Master Plans and Corporate Plans.

Begin concerted efforts to access funds to carry out detailed 
feasibility study to include work by the UNSW Botany Bay 
Science Unit on engineering solutions for the Trail with the 
emphasis on using sustainable materials where possible. 
Explore opportunities to partner with major employers.

Organise a Bay Walk and invite Politicians and community 
and business leaders as well as local people to come and 
explore their much neglected yet special Bay
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